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ABOUT US

Precursor is the leading unit of exclusive distribution of beverage and beverage brands in the

North, with more than 20 years experience in distributing and marketing, A & B Investment Joint Stock

Company in Vietnam supplies variety brands of fruit juice, energy drink, beer,.. and other instant foods
which are followed ISO, HACCP standards. Besides, we also customize and do OEM for our customers’

priviate brands. We always work by heart and have the highest goodwill of cooperation with every single

partner in over the world.



FACILITIES

- Large area:

+ Beer manufacturer: 60,000 m2

+ Fruit juice manufacturer: 30,000 m2

+ Warehouse & Office: 20,000 m2

- High productivity

- Modern technology and machine



- To make important contributions to the

development of Vietnam by creating leading

beverage brands for the country.

- To become one of the leading beverage

businesses in Vietnam and catering to the needs

of consumers around the world.

MISSION

AWARD

A & B Company's products continuously won the title

of "High Quality Vietnamese Goods" voted by

consumers, Brand Honor Good quality products from

2012 to date and many other valuable prizes are

widely used for quality assurance and environmental

protection.

VISION

With the ambition "to become one of leading

beverage manufacturers in Vietnam, we focus on two

main business fields: beverage and instant food", we

have invested ceaselessly in development of

production line, modernization Technology, in

addition, A & B Company has prepared qualified

staffs, well trained in and outside the country,

experienced, enthusiasm for the development of the

company.



ACTIVITIES

To support our customers in distributions, we usually build up variety promotion programs and attend many

worldwide expo to bring our products to international friends.



OUR DOMESTIC DISTRIBUTION CHAIN



OUR BRANDS & PRODUCTS

Our main products are: 

+ Energy drink: MR30, Redblue, Red Saola, Two Red Tiger, Red Best,...  

+ Beer: Camel beer, Pineapple beer

+ Fruit juice: ABEST, CAMEL, with variety flavors such as: orange, melon, passion fruit, coconut,...  

+ Vermicelli: rice vermicelli, corn vermicelli, magenta plant vermicelli, baby jack fruit vermicelli





















































RICE NOODLE/

PHO NOODLE 










